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TUESDAY INTERVIEW 

 

Scalextric track leading to 

North East Prosperity? 

 
[standfirst] 

As government promises to address the North East’s dire infrastructure needs 
emerge, Chris Dancer tells Brian Nicholls of the groundwork required to achieve 
best results 
 
[ends standfirst] 
 
 
CHRIS Dancer, whose company maintains roads, is now working hard also on clearing a recovery 
path for the North East’s sorely tested civil engineering industry. 
 
A busy “civils” industry is good for everyone, as infrastructure of roads, railways, airports, power 
stations, water delivery, flood defences, digital infrastructure, schools, public buildings and of course 
commercial property and housing, form our living spaces.  
 
Dancer, 51-year-old managing director of Prudhoe based Northumbrian Roads, has completed his 
first 100 days as chairman of the regional Civil Engineering Contractors’ Association representing 75 
member companies in the North East. This is one of three sector organisations that are campaigning 
together and individually to redress a situation whereby North East infrastructure gets the lowest 
per capita public investment in England. 
 
From talk with members and personal assessment, he’s perceived an improvement - even before 
Chancellor Osborne belatedly promised support of £15bn for further transport infrastructure the 
North.  
But better times do seem likely.  “The North East always seems at the back of the queue when 
central government hands out investment promises,” Dancer says. “But this Government has finally 
wakened to the fact there’s life north of Leeds and the North East should be better connected to the 
rest of the country. My first 100 days have felt very positive. Recent campaigning by my 
predecessors is starting to bear fruit.” 
 
Not before time. As Dancer reminds us: “The past six years have been really tough for North East 
civil engineering, and construction in general. A number of players in the market have gone into 
administration, victims of the biggest and longest recession since the Second World War. Turnovers 
dropped generally by 30% across the sector. Job losses have run into tens of thousands.  
 
“A heavy reliance on public sector contracts in the region caused pain to the sector when they were 
severely cut back. They’re still subdued now but that appears to be changing, albeit slowly. Three of 
the biggest local civil engineering projects under way or imminent are the Morpeth Bypass, the A1 
Western Bypass widening scheme at Lobley Hill, and the New Wear Bridge Crossing in Sunderland 
totalling circa £200m.” 
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Civil engineers would like the Sunderland bridge project to advance faster – both for their industry 
and to benefit Sunderland’s economy. Dancer explains: “The city is undergoing an overdue 
transformation. Its ambitious masterplan is encompassing many developments in and around the 
city centre. And its student population, like its reputation for job creation through modern 
technological industries, is growing fast. 
 
“It hosts Nissan, and the recently announced City Deal with its neighbours in South Tyneside will see 
a new manufacturing business park develop next door. Construction of the bridge will open up many 
new exporting opportunities via Sunderland’s port, and will connect the city more effectively with 
the A19. 
  
“Meanwhile a number of smaller ‘pinchpoint’ road schemes are underway in the region with 
promise of many more, thanks to the recent announcement with Local Growth Deals and City 
Deals.” 
 

Further declarations of intent by local authorities would clarify workload prospects, helping the 
industry to upskill and tool-up cost effectively and efficiently, so encouraging keen tendering. Here, 
he says, Newcastle City Council sets an example, having made its development proposals very clear, 
through publicity in the regional Press as part of its share of the Growth Deal.  
 
“They’ve already made a presentation to CECA members, detailing coming contracts via the North 
East Purchasing Organisation (NEPO), a body whose job is to drive efficiencies on behalf of the 
Association of North East Councils (ANEC).  
 
“In order for CECA members to be prepared, we need each authority to open up and engage with 
contractors now, so we know what lies ahead. If all the authorities did this, CECA could pull together 
presentations to the contractors, who’d gear up to deliver. We’re pursuing this now.” 
 
The prospect of 12 local authorities working together for the first time as a single combined 
authority on key regional issues should give the region a stronger voice in bidding for future 
investment from Westminster, Dancer agrees. “However,” he cautions, “experience has shown that 
bringing them together to actually work with joined up thinking isn’t easy.” 
  
The skills shortage must be put right, more employees have left the industry than entered during 
this recession in which some key professionals have had no pay rise for five years. “The effect of the 
workforce deficit has to be reversed,” Dancer warns. “By 2016 the industry could be flat out and 
unable to deliver.” 
 
Companies individually and through CECA have been rejuvenating their workforces where they can, 
but numbers of new entrants have been limited by amounts of work available for them to be 
mentored on. Recently the North East has been turning out 25% of the South’s workforce. This may 
at last be diverted back. Meanwhile, industrial merit awards have continued to be presented 
throughout, competitions held, and schools visited to spur interest in civils careers, longer term.  
 
Dancer says: “The Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) has also promised to engage more 
deeply in the encouraging of young entrants into civil engineering. CECA will continue to push this.”   
 
What would he tell a young man or woman asking about attractions of the industry as a future? “If 
you want a career which allows you to meet hundreds of people, enjoy camaraderie, the outdoors, 
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and you want satisfaction by being involved in something being built to impact on people’s lives 
whilst realising your ambitions, try this.”  
 
Gosforth-born, the son of a pharmacist and raised at nearby Kenton the youngest in a family of 
seven, Dancer in childhood enjoyed playing with a Scalextric set intertwined with train track and 
moulded landscapes as a model village - “ little did I know my interest in road and rail would stick 
throughout my life ! “ 
 

He enjoyed schooldays at Kenton Comprehensive. There, his drift towards civil engineering 
continued at the age of 15. He was asked to choose a two week work experience placement from 
Kenton School careers department. Good at technical drawing and design and technology, he 
initially fancied being an architect. 
 
On a placement at Bellway Homes, he did tracings of house plots, general filing, copying and 
teamaking. However, after a week in the office, he felt it was not the career for him. Then a site 
engineer walked in, asking for someone to help bang in pegs and set out house plots. This was at 
Cramlington, where a new town was going up. “That was it. I really enjoyed that. I guess that’s 
where it started.”  
 
On leaving school at 16 Dancer joined Brims as a trainee civil engineer in 1980. He studied an ONC in 
civil engineering on day release then worked for a degree at Sunderland Polytechnic (now 
University) in a three year sandwich course - all sponsored by Brims. 
 
After five years with Brims, he furthered his career with Reay Roads from 1985, getting involved in 
the main infrastructure contract at the new Nissan car factory in Washington. Then came main 
infrastructure works at the MetroCentre in Gateshead, and his introduction to blacktop (road 
surfacing) in particular. In 1988 he joined Sillars and two years later joined a newly formed 
Northumbrian Roads as technical director. He has now been managing director for 14 years, 
responsible for all activities.  
 
During 35 years in the industry, all told, he has also worked on infrastructure for the Tyne and Wear 
Metro, Arnison Retail Centre at Durham, bridges on the A1 at Catterick in North Yorkshire, Manors 
goods yard remediation in Newcastle, dualling of the A69 Horsley to Corbridge road in 
Northumberland and – back at Nissan in 1988 – the high speed test track. 
 
Now, there was a stimulus for a former Scalextric enthusiast… As contract manager for Sillars, under 
main contractor Sir Robert McAlpine, he oversaw a real-life one mile loop circuit with steep sloping 
end curves, a huge handling pad in the centre with strips of “special” suspension testing surfaces 
comprising concrete rumble strips, cobbles laid to 1mm tolerances, a mini-track laid to a wavy 
profile and thermoplastic contouring. 
 
This was all put down by lasers to a 3mm tolerance. The total groundwork package was delivered 
early, affirming Sillars’ capability and quality. Dancer muses: “The test track replicated the one 
Nissan uses in Japan. We had great fun trying to work to Japanese drawings!”    
 
Northumbrian Roads, now in their 25th year, is growing faster than forecast, employing 67 people on 
£11m turnover.  
The company began when founder John Lynch decided to start a business from his Hexham home. 
He and his business partner and former work colleague George Barton then brought their sons to 
the business before they were 18, and all of them - Sean and Chris Lynch,  Stephen and David Barton 
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– hold key positions today. Dancer’s entry to the company gave the board further engineering 
experience and widened its marketplace. 
 
During the early 1990s business was run from two Portakabins at Low Prudhoe Industrial Estate in 
the Tyne Valley where, today instead, purpose built offices, workshops and a vehicle park serve. 
Dancer was promoted to managing director in 2000, when John Lynch prepared to retire. George 
Barton’s retirement in 2004 and John Lynch’s death a year later meant the company would run 
under the next generation of Lynches and Bartons, assisting Dancer.  
 
With other experienced managers recruited, the business has broadened and gained in self-
sufficiency by including road “planing”, groundworks, own haulage, asphalt production and recycled 
aggregates. Planing contributes to lower carbon count. Used but recovered materials are taken to 
the company’s recycling facility at Hendon Docks, Port of Sunderland where, after screening, 
recycled aggregate products are made fit to reappear in the local construction market. 

Dancer, who lives at Wylam with his wife Lynn and family, says the firm’s 25 years have been a 
rollercoaster ride in business terms, yet above industry average profits have been achieved in all but 
two years, when substantial bad debts had to be written off.  
 
Now Northumbrian Roads is planning its next phase of growth to capitalise on the expected increase 
in demand. “I feel very positive about the next few years, both for Northumbrian Roads and North 
East contractors as a whole.”   
 
Northumbrian Roads was a founder member of CECA North East in 1996, and Dancer has been on 
the management board since 2004, becoming vice-chairman in 2012. As chairman, he voices a 3P 
campaign of objectives: 
 
Procurement – replacing the current cumbersome pre-qualification process in tendering with a 
“short circuit” approval system possible now, he believes, since councils of the region may work 
more closely. CECA has discussed this with the North East Purchasing Organisation which aims for 
efficiencies on behalf of the Association of North East Councils. 
 
Payment – CECA is also in dialogue with the Construction Leadership Council (CLC) driving an 
improved Supply Chain Payment Charter, hopefully with all clients and contractors signing up to 
improved payment terms from next January. Poor payment tactics among contractors and clients 
has been a symptom of the recession. For businesses to have confidence in investing for growth and 
recruitment, cash in the bank is vital. The CLC meets in October to review progress, and CECA hopes 
for positive feedback. 
 
Prosperity – as confidence returns to our region, and growth deals become reality, CECA member 
firms will be encouraged to “share the wealth” through “best practice networking”. This would 
require a leap of faith in the local supply chain of small, medium and large contractors who will be 
under pressure to deliver the workload. 
 
“Suicide bidding will stop,” Dancer says. “And businesses will improve their margins to a level where 
growth will be sustainable. That’s my dream as chairman!” 
 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
What car do you drive? 
Volvo XC90. 
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What’s your favourite restaurant? 
If I feel flush, Café 21 in Newcastle. If out with the lads, Akbar’s Indian cuisine (especially the liver 
tikka starter!). Toby Grill near Kenton for a family Sunday roast. 
 
Who or what makes you laugh? 
Fawlty Towers and Monty Python, and things my kids say and do. 
 
What’s your favourite book? 
Sir Bobby Robson’s autobiography (such a lovely man). 
 
What was the last album you bought? 
Giants, by The Stranglers. 
 
What’s your ideal job, other than the one you’ve got? 
Property renovation…I’ve done it four times with my own homes. 
I like smashing things up and rebuilding them! 
 
If you had a talking parrot, what’s the first thing you would teach it to say? 
For the office: “Good morning…let the stress begin!“ 
For home: “Good morning...let the chaos begin!” 
 
What’s your greatest fear? 
Heights, particularly with glass lifts or see-through walkways. 
 
What’s the best piece of business advice you have ever received? 
Use integrity to get what you want, be patient and learn from your mistakes. 
 
And the worst? 
Work hard and the rewards follow…no, you also need to be smart and have luck along the way, I 
definitely feel lucky! 
 
What’s your poison?  
Guinness mainly…  also a good Shiraz.  
Wheat beer sometimes, though colleagues say it makes me want to moonwalk! 
 
What newspapers do you read, other than the Journal? 
The Hexham Courant (I live in the Tyne Valley). 
 
How much was your first pay packet and what was it for? 
£36 a week as a trainee site engineer - £2 more than the dole then. 
 
How do you keep fit? 
Walking the dog, cutting the grass and jumping around to live music. 
Oh - and renovating houses! 
 
What’s your most irritating habit? 
I suppose Lynn my wife would put wafting the bed covers up there with the most irritating. 
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What’s your biggest extravagance? 
My four kids!  
I don’t see myself as an extravagant person although I did buy a mug and a T shirt to commemorate 
The Stranglers 40th anniversary! 
 
Which historical of fictional character do you most identify with or admire? 
Nelson Mandela, Tony Benn - anyone who’s inspired people to change their ways. 
 
Which four people famous people would you most like to dine with? 
It would be either the members of Monty Python or The Stranglers. 
 
How would you like to be remembered? 
As a canny unassuming bloke, a positive thinking, devoted family man who liked to get things done.    
 
 
MY WORKING DAY 

 

6.30am (approx): Wakened by Sooty, our Kerry Blue terrier downstairs, barking to be out. 
7.15am: Trying to spark up my two teenage kids for school and music college. Make coffee for my 
wife and me (note – I do this every day!).  
 
7.45 – 8.30am: Distribute emails via my iphone over breakfast, packed lunches and kicking the kids 
out to catch school bus/train to college. 
 
8.40am: Re-arrange 9.30 am meeting to take my son to college who has missed his train - again! 
(Not every day, to be fair) 
 
9 – 1pm: Helping with various in-office issues - tenders, cash collection, accounts, personnel matters, 
programme and of course CECA! 
 
1– 5 pm: Visiting sites or our asphalt plant in Sunderland, client meetings/lunches etc. 
 
5pm – late (sometimes very): Back in the office helping with tender deadlines.  
 
6pm (approx): Head home (five minutes from office) - usually having to collect somebody or 
something from somewhere along the way! 
 
ends 
 
 
 


